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The project is using IP units.
The project is using SI units.
All Projects
This active sample form has been modified for offline access. Modified fields and instructions are indicated in purple. Sample forms are for reference only.
Upload: Daylight and Views Calculator
Provide the completed Daylight and Views Calculator (found under credit's "Resources" tab in the Credit Library).
Upload: View floor plan
Upload: View sections/elevations
Provide sections or interior elevations that include glazing elements and sight lines, drawn from typical seated height, for the areas claimed in the views section of the Daylight and Views Calculator.
Must be at least 90% for 1 point.
Percentage of regularly occupied area with access to views (%)
Provide the following value from the Summary tab of the Daylight and Views Calculator:
The project contains inpatient units with access to views. (1 point)
The project contains non-inpatient areas with access to views. (1-2 points)
Select all that apply:
Inpatient Units
Percentage of perimeter area in inpatient units with access to views (%)
Must be at least 90% for 1 point.
Provide the following value from the Summary tab of the Daylight and Views Calculator:
For projects attempting exemplary performance for inpatient units
Must be at least 90%.
Percentage of exemplary performance perimeter area in inpatient units with access to views (%)
Provide the following value from the Summary tab of the Daylight and Views Calculator:
Non-Inpatient Areas
Threshold B (2 points)
Threshold A (1 point)
Select one of the following.  The lowest performing floor exceeds:
Provide the following from the Summary tab of the Daylight and Views Calculator:
For projects attempting exemplary performance for non-inpatient areas
Non-inpatient perimeter area exceeds Threshold B by at least 10%.
Provide the following from the Summary tab of the Daylight and Views Calculator:
For projects excluding special occupancy areas
Upload: Exclusion documentation 
Provide a narrative describing any special occupancy areas that have been excluded from compliance. Include a detailed description of the space function and an explanation as to why the inclusion of views would hinder the normal tasks or function of each excluded area.
For projects attempting exemplary performance
Table: Exemplary performance views
Complete the table with values from the Summary tab of the Daylight and Views Calculator.
Measure 4
Measure 3
Measure 2
Measure 1
Percentage of regularly occupied area with access to exemplary performance views (%)
Must be at least 90% for two or more measures.
The plan and section documents provided above highlight the views and sight lines claimed for exemplary performance.
Special Circumstances
Describe the circumstances limiting the project team's ability to provide the submittals required in this form. Be sure to reference what additional documentation has been provided, if any. Non-standard documentation will be considered upon its merits. (Optional)
Upload: Special circumstances
Provide any additional documentation that supports the claim to special circumstances. (Optional)
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Incomplete.  Please complete the highlighted fields and/or address any omissions in the Special Circumstances section.
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